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Abstract—We discuss the basic physics and instrumentation
issues related to high-performance physical and inertial sensors
based on atomic spectroscopy. Recent work on atomic magnetometers, NMR gyroscopes, and atom interferometers is reviewed,
with a focus on precision sensing of electromagnetic and gravitational fields and inertial motion. Atomic sensors have growing
relevance to many facets of modern science and technology, from
understanding the human brain to enabling precision navigation
of moving platforms.
Index
Terms—Atomic
magnetometry.
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Fig. 1. Sensing fields by use of atoms. The measurement is represented in three
steps in the Bloch sphere picture. First, atoms are prepared in a well-defined
state that is sensitive to the field F to be measured. Then, the state evolves at
F=h for a time limited by relaxation processes. The final
a frequency !
state is then measured and the effects of the field are deduced. Often, only an
eigenstate of the interaction Hamiltonian (oriented here along ) can be prepared
and detected; this state is insensitive to the field. In this case, the initial eigenstate
can be transformed into a state maximally sensitive to the field (and back again
into the detection basis), by the application of a = pulse, as described in the
text.

=

I. INTRODUCTION
TOMIC spectroscopy is the basis for many precise
measurements of physical quantities. The second, for
example, is currently defined in terms of a microwave transition
atom, and can be realized with an accuracy better
in a
via microwave spectroscopy in an atomic
than 1 part in
frequency standard. Because spectroscopy of this type can be so
precise, and because many physical phenomena (electromagnetic fields, for example) affect the atomic structure that gives
rise to the spectroscopic signals, sensors with high performance
are possible. For example, atomic (optical) magnetometers with
have recently been demonstrated
a sensitivity below 1
[1], as have nuclear magnetic resonances (NMR) gyroscopes
with an angle-random walk (ARW) below 0.01
[2].
Most atomic sensors are based on a pair of discrete energy
states in the atom and can be understood as proceeding in three
steps (see Fig. 1). First, the atoms are prepared in a well-defined
state. This state could be a spin orientation with respect to an
external magnetic field, for example, or an energy state related to
the internal structure of the atoms (a specific hyperfine state, for
example). The state of the atoms then evolves in the presence of
the field to be measured. Finally, the altered state of the atom is
measured and the effects of the presence of the field are deduced.
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States of the atom are typically visualized as the rotation of a
vector on the Bloch sphere [3] (see Fig. 1). In the Bloch sphere
representation, the two energy eigenstates involved in the interand , reaction are represented by vectors pointing along
spectively. Coherences (oscillating electromagnetic moments)
are represented by the transverse component of the vector. The
interaction of the atom with the field to measured can be characterized by a transverse phase:
(1)
where
is the interaction energy of the atom
is the frequency at
with the field, is Planck’s constant,
which the state evolves, and and are the field to be measured and the property of the atom affected by the field, respectively. For example, for an atomic magnetometer, which relies
on the precession of a magnetic spin in a magnetic field, is
the magnetic moment of the atom and is the magnetic field.
In the case of inertial sensors, is the rotation rate and is the
angular momentum of the atom.
The state of the atom can be prepared and measured in several
ways. Early determination and selection of the spin states of
atoms was done using a Stern–Gerlach apparatus; a technique
still used in modern commercial atomic clocks based on thermal
beams. Optical pumping [4] is often a better alternative, and
relies on the use of light fields to prepare the atoms in a welldefined quantum state.
In many state preparation and detection schemes, only the
longitudinal component of the Bloch vector (aligned with the
axis in Fig. 1) can be measured. Such a measurement is
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TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL TYPES OF ATOMIC SENSORS

insensitive to the transverse angle, and additional steps must be
added to measure the effects of the field. These steps involve
the application of an oscillating field that couples the two
atomic levels involved in the Bloch vector representation. The
frequency, strength, and duration of the oscillating field can
about
be adjusted to rotate the Bloch vector by an angle
a transverse axis on the Bloch sphere ( axis in Fig. 1); such
pulse. An atom initially prepared
a rotation is known as a
in a well-defined longitudinal state (pointing up in Fig. 1,
for example) is rotated into the transverse plane by the
pulse, and is then allowed to precess under the influence of
the external field to be measured. After the atom precesses for
pulse is applied, which results
a certain period, a second
in a final state with a longitudinal component proportional
to the transverse phase shift. A subsequent measurement of
the longitudinal component therefore measures the transverse
phase shift and the corresponding field. This measurement
process is analogous to an interferometric measurement of the
phase of a wave.
, is deThe minimum field that the sensor can measure,
termined by the total phase shift induced by the field and the corresponding phase resolution, , of the measurement method:
(2)
where is the time over which the state evolves in the field. For
a measurement of quantum-mechanically uncorrelated atoms
with no other noise sources present,
[5]. This phase uncertainty arises because of the quantum-mechanical property of the atoms that a measurement will project
them into a well-defined quantum state with a probability determined by the amplitude of that state in the atomic wavefunction. The probabilistic nature of the measurement therefore introduces noise, often referred to as “quantum projection noise”
or “atom shot noise” [5].
The evolution of the state in the field to be measured is typically contaminated by one or more relaxation mechanisms. Relaxation usually limits the period over which a single measurement of the state phase can be made. Relaxation can be caused
by electromagnetic absorptive or radiative processes, collisions,
and field gradients. In the absence of relaxation, the measurement period is limited by how long the atoms remain in the apparatus. For example, in fountain atomic clocks, the atoms fall
under gravity, and the measurement period is therefore limited
to about 1 s in an apparatus of height 1 meter.

In the presence of relaxation, (1) is valid only when the measurement time is much less than the characteristic relaxation
, the sensitivity is given by the incoherent
time . For
independent measurements of time
each:
sum of
(3)
where the last equality assumes a phase resolution correuncorrelated
sponding to quantum projection noise on
is a magnetic field
atoms. For example, in the case where
and is the magnetic moment of the atoms, (2) reduces to the
basic expression for the atom-shot-noise-limited sensitivity of
a magnetometer [6].
Atomic sensors can be implemented in a number of ways,
depending on the quantity to be measured and the required precision. The main methods for confining the atoms are in a sealed
cell at room temperature, by laser cooling the atoms to microkelvin temperatures, or by confining them with electromagnetic fields. In a room-temperature vapor cell, more atoms can
be probed, but the relaxation is typically stronger than in the
other methods due to more rapid collisions with the walls of the
cell. A summary of some common types of atomic sensors is
shown in Table I.
II. ATOMIC CLOCKS
Atomic clocks [13] can be thought of as atomic sensors, in
which an electron in the atom is sensing the electric or magnetic field produced by the nucleus. While they do not, strictly
speaking, function as sensors, atomic clocks share many properties with more typical atomic sensors and hence serve as a useful
illustrative example [14]. Time has been the most precisely measured physical quantity for many years because of the exquisite
precision routinely achieved by these instruments.
An atomic clock is based on electromagnetic coherences (oscillations) related to the internal state of an atom. Microwave
atomic clocks [13] are based on hyperfine interactions in atoms
with nonzero nuclear spin, which result from the interaction of
the nuclear magnetic moment with the magnetic field caused
by the valence electron [see Fig. 2(a)]. The interaction energy
of the nuclear and electron
is proportional to the product
magnetic moments, and corresponds to a transition frequency
of about
(10 GHz). Atoms in a microwave clock are prepared in a well-defined hyperfine energy level with magnetic
state selection or optical pumping. The hyperfine coherence is
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then excited by applying a resonant microwave field as a
pulse. After a period of time in free flight, a second
pulse is
applied and the population in each hyperfine level is measured.
Ramsey fringes are measured as a function of microwave frequency and can be used to lock the microwave oscillator to the
atomic transition.
Fountain clocks [15],[16], the most accurate instruments at
present for realizing the SI second, have interaction times of
about 1 s, as mentioned above. Radiative relaxation is very weak
for these magnetic dipole transitions and does not contribute
significantly to the achievable measurement time. These instrulimited by shot noise on
ments often reach a phase resolution
. The total launched atom number is limited to
the atoms:
by technical details of the laser-cooling process and
about
by the need to reduce collisional shifts, which leads to a fractional frequency instability that approaches
at 1 s of integration [17].
Optical frequency references [18], such as those based on
neutral atoms or ions, achieve higher stability (and, ultimately,
overall frequency uncertainty) through an increase in the
. The use of electronic transitions in
interaction energy
in the range of
atoms results in transition frequencies
(100 THz) that can be excited by laser fields [see Fig. 2(b)].
Optical frequency references typically involve far fewer atoms
than microwave frequency references; ion-based optical [7],
for example, often use a single laser-cooled ion probed over an
on each
interaction time of 1 s. In this case, the phase error
measurement is on the order of unity, but the vastly improved
transition frequency still results in better overall stability,
at 1 s [19]. Improvements in the stability
approaching
of optical clocks may be achieved in the future by increasing
or by using ensembles
the number of ions probed
of optically trapped neutral atoms [20] with equivalently long
relaxation times.
For measuring time intervals longer than about 1 s, atomic
clocks vastly outperform other types of clocks, such as those
based on mechanical resonances (quartz crystal oscillators) or
macroscopic electromagnetic fields (RF cavities). This is essentially because appropriately interrogated single atoms, unlike
bulk materials, can be made largely insensitive to specific environmental effects such as temperature that dominate the frequency instability over long time periods. The essence of this
environmental insensitivity that is so critical for atomic clocks
is also one reason atoms can be made to be such good sensors
of other quantities: by reconfiguring the measurement for maximal sensitivity to a field, the effects of all other environmental
changes can remain equally small, resulting in a high sensitivity
to the field of interest.
III. ATOMIC MAGNETOMETERS
Most atomic magnetometers rely on the measurement of
atomic spin evolution in a magnetic field after an overall orientation of the spins is created by optical pumping.
Electrons, as well as many atomic nuclei, have both spin
oriangular momentum and a magnetic dipole moment
ented along the spin axis. These two properties lead to the
well-known Larmor precession, in which the orientation of
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Fig. 2. Energy levels in an atomic clock. (a) Microwave clocks are based on
transitions between states that differ in the relative orientation of the electron
magnetic moment and the nuclear magnetic moment. (b) Optical clocks are
based on transitions between different electron orbitals.

Fig. 3. (a) Optical pumping with circularly polarized light orients the atomic
spin parallel to the light direction. (b) Larmor precession of an atomic spin about
the magnetic field B , driven with a transverse oscillating field H .

the particle spin precesses about the magnetic field with a
. Here,
is the magnitude
frequency equal to
of the local magnetic field and is the gyromagnetic constant
of the particle, equal to the ratio of its magnetic moment
to its angular momentum. As can be seen from Table I, the
.
interaction Hamiltonian describing the system is
Furthermore, the minimum detectable field of an atomic magnetometer is given by (3). If the relaxation time is dominated
by spin-exchange collisions between alkali atoms, for example,
the sensitivity limit of the magnetometer can be calculated to
[21], depending on the volume of the
be 0.6
vapor cell like
.
In order to create a coherent precession of an ensemble of
atoms, the spins first need to be aligned. The angular momentum
of atoms can be reoriented by illuminating them with a circularly polarized optical field resonant with an optical (electronic)
transition in the atoms [22], as shown in Fig. 3(a). In this particular optical pumping process, an unpolarized atom absorbs
the polarized radiation, which has angular momentum with respect to the propagation axis of the light, and re-emits unpolarized radiation isotropically. As a result, the atom gains angular
momentum and eventually becomes polarized along the direction of propagation of the optical field. Optical pumping of alkali atoms can be accomplished with an alkali discharge lamp,
or with a laser tuned into resonance with an optical transition
in the atom. Collisions between a polarized atomic species and
an unpolarized species can lead to a transfer of the polarization between one and the other, since the atoms can exchange
their spins under collisions. For example, the nuclei of noble gas
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atoms can be polarized via spin-exchange collisions with optically polarized alkali atoms contained in the same cell [23].
Atomic magnetometers are usually operated in the continuously driven mode described above. The Larmor precession
of the polarized atoms about a magnetic field is driven either
directly with an oscillating magnetic field [24], or indirectly
with a modulated optical field [25]. When the drive frequency is
near resonance with the Larmor frequency, an oscillating atomic
polarization is excited, that is phase-coherent with the drive,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). While the oscillating polarization generates a corresponding magnetic field that can be directly detected with a coil (as in nuclear magnetic resonance, for example), the polarization in most atomic sensors is detected optically by monitoring the change in power transmitted through
the cell or (equivalently) the fluorescence from the atoms [26].
Optical detection can achieve very high signal-to-noise ratios
at 1 s of integration) and results in a corre(approaching
spondingly high sensitivity.
The origin of the atomic spin in a magnetometer can be either
the spin of an unpaired electron coupled strongly to the nuclear
spin (as in alkali atoms) or the intrinsic spin of the nucleus itself,
if there are no unpaired electrons. Because of their much lower
magnetic moment, nuclear spins precess at a frequency (tens
of MHz/T) approximately 1000 times lower than electron spins
(tens of GHz/T). Proton magnetometers [27] are a type of nuclear magnetometer based on the precession of the spins of pro. The nuclei are polarized by use
tons in water, kerosene, or
of the Overhauser effect [28], where nuclear spin-polarization is
transferred between two species of nuclei through cross-relaxation. The spin precession is measured by use of an inductive
coil detector. The sensitivity of commercial proton magnetome, and they are accurate to about
ters reaches about 100
500 pT.
The most common magnetometers based on electron spin resonance (ESR) use vapors of alkali atoms [26], [29] or metastable
atoms [30] confined in gas cells several centimeters in size.
Atoms in vapor cells lose their spin coherence when they collide with the walls of the cell. To obtain long spin-coherence
lifetimes, either the walls are coated with materials that preserve the spin coherence, such as paraffin [31], or a buffer gas is
added to the cell that allows only slow diffusion of alkali atoms
through the cell. Many ESR magnetometers are referred to as
optical magnetometers, because the atoms are pumped [32] and
interrogated [26] by light. For a recent review on optical magnetometry, see [6].
One example of an optical magnetometer is the Mx magnetometer [29], [33]. Here, the initial spin orientation is pumped
by circularly polarized light. An oscillating magnetic field generated by a coil of wire resonantly drives the precession, which
is detected as a modulation on a probe light field at the drive frequency. The drive frequency at which the resulting probe modulation is a maximum, is a measure of the Larmor frequency, and
hence the magnetic field. The Mx magnetometer can be operated in a passive mode, in which an external oscillator generates
the drive current and the frequency of this oscillator is locked to
the Larmor resonance. Alternatively, the magnetometer can be
operated in a self-oscillating mode [34], in which the optically
detected precession signal is fed back directly to the drive coil,
as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Operation of an Mx magnetometer in the self-oscillating mode. Atoms
contained in the vapor cell are optically pumped through use of circularly polarized light from a laser or lamp. An oscillating magnetic field generated by a
coil drives a precession of the spins about the magnetic field B when the drive
frequency is tuned to the Larmor resonance. The modulation of the light intensity caused by the precession is detected with a photodiode (PD).

Most optical magnetometers have dead zones – orientations
of the magnetic field with respect to the sensor axis that result
in no signal. Furthermore, heading errors, small errors that depend on the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the
sensor axis, are often present. These can result from the nonlinear splitting of the Larmor frequency caused by the magnetic moment of the nucleus (nonlinear Zeeman shift), or from
misalignment of the drive field axis from the probe field axis.
has no nuclear spin,
magnetomeBecause metastable
ters do not exhibit the nonlinear Zeeman shift and are therefore
preferable when accuracy is important. Operation of the magnetometer in the Mz mode [34], in which the longitudinal, rather
than transverse, reorientation of the atomic polarization is detected, further reduces the heading error.
Research on alkali magnetometers has seen a recent revival,
in part due to the availability of inexpensive diode lasers that
replace the lamps in many devices. Lasers have been used to efficiently pump higher order moments in the atoms [35]–[37] and
also to create magnetically sensitive hyperfine coherence by use
of only optical fields [38]–[40]. While all of these alkali magnetometers are subject to resonance broadening through spinexchange collisions between the atoms, a new generation of
so-called spin-exchange relaxation free (SERF) magnetometers
[1], [41] has reached the highest sensitivities so far by suppressing this broadening in a regime dominated by interatomic
,
collisions. With this method, sensitivities below 1
similar to those of the best superconducting magnetometers,
have been reached with DC [42] and RF [43] optical sensors.
Borrowing (3) once again, the spin-projection noise limit of
these magnetometers can be calculated, and for a potassium
[44]. This shows
SERF magnetometer it is 3
that there is still much room for improvement of atomic magnetometers, even when taking other noise sources into account,
such as photon shot noise.
Commercial high-performance atomic magnetometers are
used for applications in space, geophysics, and petroleum
exploration. Biomagnetic fields such as those of the human
heart [45] or brain [46] have been measured with laboratory
prototypes of alkali magnetometers. Nuclear magnetic resonances [47] (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonances (NQRs)
[48] have also be measured with optical magnetometers, and
first steps toward low-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
using optical magnetometers have been taken [49], [50].
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Fig. 5. Optically pumped NMR gyroscope. Atoms are optically pumped along
Hg lamp. Light from a second Hg
a magnetic field B by light from one
lamp reads out the nuclear Larmor precession signal, from which the rotation
rate can be deduced. P refers to a polarizer and =4 to a quarter-wave plate.

While the sensitivity of alkali magnetometers generally degrades when the cell size is reduced [6], [51], chip-scale magnetometers have reached sensitivities below 5
in cells
of 1 mm thickness [52]. Magnetometers that have a sensitivity
below the standard quantum limit have also been realized. On
time scales shorter than the relaxation period sensitivities have
been improved in cold atoms [53] as well as in hot vapors [54]
and the use of quantum nondemolition measurements has resulted in a larger bandwidth for DC magnetometers [55]. Even
smaller atomic ensembles are used in magnetometers based on
that demonstrated
Bose–Einstein condensates of only 120
sensitivities of 8.3
[56].
IV. NMR GYROSCOPES
Nuclear magnetic resonance gyroscopes (NMRGs) detect rotation by measuring a corresponding shift in the Larmor precession frequency of nuclear spins in an applied magnetic field.
When the NMRG is rotating about the axis of the static field ,
the measured Larmor frequency is shifted by the rotation rate :
(4)
By monitoring the measured Larmor frequency while holding
the static field constant, the rotation rate can be deduced.
One challenge implicit in NMR gyroscopes is how to stabiof
results
lize the static magnetic field: a change in
, which is too
in an apparent change in the rotation rate by 1
large a drift for most navigation applications. This difficulty can
be overcome by interrogating two isotopes, for example,
and
, simultaneously. Because the two Hg isotopes have
the same rotational shifts but different magnetic-field shifts, the
dependence of the Larmor frequency on the static field can be
removed [57], which allows for the determination of indepen[57]–[60].
dent of
A simplified diagram of an NMR gyroscope based on mercury atoms is presented in Fig. 5 [57]. A vapor cell contains
,
, and a buffer gas. The Hg nuclear spins are optically pumped and probed with light at 253.7 nm emitted by two
lamps. Coherent spin precession at the atomic Larmor

frequency is driven by applied AC magnetic fields perpendic. The precession frequency is detected
ular to a static field,
optically as a modulation of the probe-beam transmission.
Gyroscope performance is usually expressed in terms of the
angle random walk (ARW) and bias instability. The ARW is
a noise specification equal to the square root of the rate noise
power spectral density, making the rate resolution of a gyro. The bias instability is
scope equal to
the minimum detectable rotation rate as determined by drift and
low-frequency noise.
As of the early 1980s, the dual species NMRG approach
for
based on Hg isotopes had achieved values of 0.05
[62]. Several
the ARW [61] and bias instabilities of 0.02
reviews of this early work have been published [61]–[65].
Spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) [23] in mixtures of
alkali and noble-gas atoms can also be used to realize NMRGs
based on spin-polarized noble-gas nuclei [66]. Through SEOP,
the alkali electronic spin polarization is transferred to the
noble-gas nuclei through collisions. It is therefore possible to
avoid use of ultraviolet light and instead optically pump the
alkali atoms with near-infrared lasers or lamps. Beginning in
the 1970s, NMRGs based on this approach were introduced
[66], [67]. The alkali atoms that pumped the noble-gas nuclei
were simultaneously used in an Mx magnetometer to sense
noble-gas nuclear precession. These NMRGs achieved a bias
and an ARW of 0.002
[2].
instability near 0.01
Recently, a novel version of an NMR gyroscope based
comagnetometer was demonstrated that
on a potassiumand a bias instability of
achieved an ARW of 0.002
[68]. Operation of the system in a regime in which
0.04
spin-exchange relaxation is strongly suppressed [41] (the SERF
regime of Section III), allowed for very narrow resonance lines
and correspondingly high sensitivity to rotation. A miniaturized
NMRG based on a comagnetometer has also been proposed
[69], similar to a previous design of a chip-scale atomic clock
[70].
NMR gyroscopes have received renewed attention recently at
least in part because of the advances made in chip-scale atomic
clocks [71]. For some applications, NMR gyroscopes have the
potential advantage over micromachined spinning or vibratory
gyroscopes in that they contain no moving parts.
Many novel microfabrication techniques have been proposed and developed in the context of miniaturized NMRGs.
A scheme was proposed [72] for using batch processing to
develop a chip-scale NMRG. For low-power consumption,
the device uses permanent magnets and vertical-cavity surface
emitting lasers. Other proposals present details for cell microfabrication techniques for such devices [73], [74]. Another
new proposal presents instrument geometries that make use
of a diverging laser beam to simultaneously pump and probe
the atoms and reduce common-mode noise through differential
detection [75], [76]. Wafer-level arrays of glass blown spherical
microcells have also been developed [77], [78] as have methods
to deposit mirrors onto angled cell walls [79], [80]. A summary
of components and integration methods can be found in [81].
On the basic physics side, [82] is a new proposal for using
three noble-gas isotopes to allow the correction for NMR frequency shifts caused by the alkali polarization [83]. These shifts
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TABLE II
MEASURED PERFORMANCE METRICS, INTERACTION TIMES, AND APPROXIMATE INSTRUMENT LENGTH SCALES
FOR PUBLISHED ATOM INTERFEROMETERS. WE HAVE LIMITED THE REFERENCES TO PAPERS THAT
PROVIDE SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS. THE LENGTH L INCLUDES THE LENGTHS
OF THE STATE PREPARATION, INTERFEROMETRY, AND DETECTION REGIONS

depend on cell temperature and laser power and can ultimately
limit the bias stability.
and
nuclei has also been
An NMR study on
volume [84].
performed in a microfabricated cell of 1
The nuclear quadrupolar shifts were particularly large in this
system, which may present a challenge for microfabricated devices. These shifts arise from interactions between the atom’s
nuclear quadrupole moment and the electric-field gradient
generated during wall collisions, and are present for all nuclei
that have nuclear quadrupole moments [85]. In this study, the
) was generated
strong electric field gradient (
by anisotropy in the cell wall materials as opposed to the cell
shape [86].
V. ATOM INTERFEROMETERS
Atom interferometry has grown explosively since the first
atom-interferometric inertial sensors were demonstrated [87],
[88], and the performance of gyroscopes [89] and gravimeters
[90] based on atom interferometry now rivals the performance
of the best inertial sensors of any kind. Several reviews of atomic
interferometry have been published previously [14], [91]–[95].
Here, we focus on work that applies these instruments to precision inertial sensing. Table II is a summary of inertial sensors that have been demonstrated by use of atom interferometers, which demonstrates their evolution and current state of
performance.
For all but one [103] of the atom interferometers in Table II,
the atoms propagated in free space and the beamsplitters and
reflectors were realized by momentum transfer with stimulated
Raman transitions. Mechanical gratings have been used [103]
and many other approaches have been investigated (for a review,
see [95]). So far, light-pulse atom interferometers have achieved
the highest performance. One notable alternative approach is
to confine the atoms in optical or magnetic atom waveguides.
In these systems, the momentum transfer to the atoms can be

much larger and better controlled, which could potentially result in much larger interferometer areas [108]. Until now, most
interferometers of this type have employed Bose–Einstein condensates as atom sources so that the atoms can be confined in
the lowest-order spatial mode of the waveguide.
As with light, atom matter waves can be split and recombined
to yield interference patterns, and can thus be used to perform
sensitive interferometry measurements. Fig. 6 is a diagram of
a Mach–Zehnder atom interferometer. An atomic beam is incident onto the interferometer from the left in state , indicated
. An optical
by a vector on the Bloch sphere pointing along
beam splitter, created by a Raman pulse formed from two counterpropagating beams, results in a quantum superposition state
for each atom such that it has equal probability to be in states
and
(state
is indicated by a vector on the Bloch sphere
). At the same time, the Raman pulse imparts
pointing along
momentum
to the wavepacket in state . After a period
, the wavepackets are intercepted by optical reflectors, again
created by Raman pulses that simultaneously impart momentum
kicks and cause the atoms to switch internal states. After another period , a second beam splitter combines the two paths.
The fraction of atoms emerging from the interferometer in states
and
depends on the difference between the accumulated
phases in the interferometer arms, which depends on the fields
from inertial forces that the atoms sense while in transit and the
laser phases during the optical pulses [109].
In an interferometer optimized as a gravimeter, the stimulated
Raman pulses are applied along and against the gravity vector. A
phase shift proportional to the acceleration of
accumulates over a time
. This phase shift causes a
change in the ratio of state populations at the output of the interferometer, which can be measured to determine .
When the atoms have an initial velocity orthogonal to the
direction along which the stimulated Raman pulses are applied,
then the wavepackets will spread apart and reconverge such that
the interferometer paths enclose an area A. In this arrangement,
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Fig. 6. A Mach–Zehnder atom interferometer. (a) Spatial representation of
the interferometer. The light beams that form the =2 and  pulses are represented by green arrows. Atoms that undergo the stimulated Raman transih(k + k ),
tion change state and simultaneously receive a momentum kick of 
where k and k are the wavevectors for the two beams that drive the transition.
(b) Bloch-sphere representation. The first =2 pulse creates a superposition of
states j0i and j1i. The two components of the superposition state take different
interferometer paths, thus they are subject to different fields and acquire different phase shifts in the free evolution period. The final =2 pulse writes the
acquired phase onto the atomic state populations, which can be easily measured.

the interferometer is sensitive to rotations. Rotations cause a
phase shift of
. Here
is the de Broglie wavelength, is the rotation rate, and
is the atom velocity.
Because of the linear scaling of gyro phase shift with ,
actually scales as
with interaction period, whereas
. This could partially
gravimeter sensitivity scales as
explain why the most sensitive atom gyroscopes have been
demonstrated with thermal atomic beams, while all of the best
gravimeters have employed laser-cooled atoms. Gyroscope
sensitivity is less dependent on atom velocity than gravimeter
sensitivity, which can actually be seen in the sensitivity measurements in Table II. When plotted as a group versus , the
gravimeter sensitivity measurements scale very well with
.
The scatter in the gyroscope sensitivities in Table II versus is
so large that the data is even consistent with having no interrogation time dependence, which suggests that noise sources that
are not fundamental are more significant for gyroscopes than
for gravimeters.
Atom interferometers have a potential advantage in sensitivity over light interferometers that arises because the de
Broglie wavelength is typically more than four orders of
magnitude smaller than the optical wavelength. For atom and
light gyroscopes of the same area, small displacements cause
much larger phase shifts for atoms and proportionally better
sensitivity according to (2). The phase shift due to rotations
for an atom interferometer is a factor of
times larger than the phase shift for light interferometers of the
is the light wavelength. The much larger
same area, where
response factors for atom interferometers more than makes up
for their much smaller cross sectional areas and higher shot
noise.
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While the best sensitivity for gravimeters has been achieved
with laser-cooled atoms in an atomic fountain [90], instruments
based on dropped laser-cooled atoms have achieved competitive
sensitivities in much smaller instruments [98], [99]. In [98], a
six-beam magneto-optical trap (MOT) was loaded with atoms
from a cold atomic beam, and the resulting cold atom cloud was
dropped and interrogated in free fall. In [99], the atoms were
directly laser-cooled in a pyramidal MOT and interrogated with
the same single laser beam, and the apparatus is dramatically
simpler than other approaches.
All of these interferometers potentially suffer from the
inability to distinguish phase shifts from platform vibrations
from phase shifts from inertial forces. Gravity gradiometers,
which measure gravity gradients, can potentially overcome this
shortcoming by canceling out platform vibrations by use of two
gravimeters mounted to the same reference frame [102].
The best performing atomic gyroscope has been demonstrated with thermal cesium atomic beams. Since such an
interferometer is sensitive to accelerations and rotations, large
improvements over the initial sensitivity were achieved by use
of differential measurements with counterpropagating atomic
beams [105]. The rotation signals from counterpropagating
beams have the opposite sign, whereas the acceleration signals
have the same sign. Taking the signal sums and differences can
yield both acceleration and rotation measurements from the
same instrument [89], [106], [107].
Inertial sensors based on atom interferometers are already
surpassing the sensitivity of most other routinely deployed highperformance inertial instruments.1 Ring laser gyroscopes typically achieve a rotation rate sensitivity of about 3
and a bias stability of about 3
.2 The performance
reported in [89] (see Table II) exceeds these by factors of 1000
and 40, respectively. While atom interferometer gyroscopes are
not commercially available at the time of this writing, it appears
likely that commercial instruments will be available in the near
future.

VI. OTHER ATOMIC SENSORS
Laser-cooled cesium and rubidium atoms have been used
to perform absolute measurements of microwave power in
microwave waveguides [110], [111]. Measurements of the
incident power agree with conventional microwave power
measurements at the level of a few percent.
Electric fields can also be measured with high sensitivity by
use of atomic vapors. Typically, Rydberg atoms [112] are used
because their large electric dipole moment leads to correspondingly large frequency shifts of the atomic levels with electric
field [113]. Frequency shifts can be measured by use of microwave [113] or laser [12] spectroscopy. Electric field sensihave been achieved with this
tivities in the range of 10
technique [113].
1Several unique instruments such as the gyroscopes aboard Gravity Probe B
and the C-II ring laser gyro in Christchurch, NZ still outperform atom interferometers. However, it appears unlikely that these heroic, highly specialized
experiments will be replicated widely in the near future.
2See, for example, the Honeywell GG1320 Digital Laser Gyro. Reference is
given for technical clarity and does not imply endorsement by NIST.
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VII. CONCLUSION
We have described a number of inertial and physical sensors based on atomic spectroscopy and interferometry. Two
broad classes of atomic sensors can be defined: those based
on room-temperature atoms confined in a vapor cell, and those
based on laser-cooled atoms confined by optical and magnetic
fields. At present, progress in magnetometry and electrometry
is dominated by vapor cell techniques, while the best-performing gravimeters, gyroscopes, and clocks are based on
laser-cooled atoms; we believe this trend is likely to continue
for the foreseeable future.
Key application areas currently are those that require extreme
sensitivity, and are simultaneously tolerant of a high degree of
system complexity and high cost. These include geophysical
surveys and ship and vehicle detection for atomic magnetometers, inertial navigation of aircraft, and ships for NMR gyroscopes, and precise gravitational field measurements on earth
and in space for atom interferometers. Highly miniaturized versions of these instruments may increase the breadth of applications in which they are used and allow, for example, low-cost
biomagnetic imaging, navigation of unmanned aerial vehicles,
and perhaps even the detection of underground tunnels. We remain optimistic that research in this area will continue to evolve
at a rapid pace and that new and important applications will continue to emerge.
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